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Retailers and brands use EDITED every day to increase margins,
generate more sales and drive better outcomes through AIdriven Retail Intelligence..
The Sustainability Edit is powered by EDITED Market
Intelligence, which tracks global competitive data on over 4
billion+ SKUs, adding more than half a million per week. It gives
you a competitive advantage by increasing your speed to
market, ensuring you get your product and pricing right every
time.
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INTRODUCTION
Despite the challenges COVID-19 posed to retail, there was a perceived
silver lining. Many considered it a catalyst for a much-needed slowdown
and reset of the traditional processes that were only becoming more
unsustainable. In the early days of the pandemic, it seemed there was a
positive change in motion. Reports swirled of emissions lessening due to
factory closures and restricted travel. Designers were rallying together to
reset the fashion calendar to work smarter and more sustainably. Plus, fast
fashion brands weren't overproducing at their regular cadences.
However, on the other side of the coin, lockdowns and store closures
revealed how retailers canceled payments risked the wages and livelihood
of their factory workers. In March 2020, Bloomberg reported approximately
1,089 garment factories in Bangladesh had orders worth around $1.5 bn
canceled due to the outbreak. And that was just the tip of the iceberg, with
the garment sector remaining vulnerable to the fallouts from the ongoing
pandemic.
As we approach the end of 2021, the need for sustainability in fashion is
more dire than ever. The World Meteorological Organization stated the
impacts of lockdowns and limited travel on CO2 in the atmosphere only
registered as a blip. While many retailers have bolstered their sustainability
goals to hit targets by 2030 and onward, greater urgency is required. The
UN released the first major climate science report since 2013, detailing a
code red for humanity and stressing how countries are running out of time
to meet the Paris Agreement target to limit global warming to 1.5-degrees.
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It’s no secret how wasteful and polluting the fashion industry is. From
visibly staining African waterways blue to reportedly costing US retailers
$50 billion a year from deadstock alone. Sustainability is a multi-pronged
issue with several complex factors that are often challenging for
consumers to grasp as well as trust, adding to the growth of
greenwashing within the industry. It will take more than a recycled
capsule collection to solve the problem - effort from retailers, consumers
and government bodies are all required. Retailers also have to navigate
the challenge of balancing fulfilling the latest Gen Z trends without
flooding the market with unsold goods destined for discount racks and
landfills.
This is where the EDITED Market Intelligence Platform can help. Using
real-time global data from 40+ markets, EDITED tracks the number of
styles launched, discounted and sold out each day, giving retailers
visibility of what products are working well. Retailers then have the
power to make more informed decisions and adjust assortments
accordingly, investing in only the right products at the right price at the
right time. EDITED can help maximize profits and minimize the number
of unsold goods adding to this global problem.

By embracing data and AI, retailers are taking responsibility
for the industry's greener future.
The annual EDITED Sustainability EDIT puts our data into action. It
includes research from our analysis reports throughout the year, new
insights into how retailers are shaping their assortment to be more
sustainable over time and pricing metrics behind eco-friendly products.
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1.0 MACRO
INDUSTRY FACTORS
Regardless of the challenges faced in the unpredictable landscape of
post-vaccinated retail, environmental efforts continue to be
championed. In this section, we highlight the overarching themes
impacting sustainability within the industry.

Key takeaways:
Gen Z consumers are wedged between wanting the hottest
trends and minimizing their environmental impact. With this
cohort commanding almost 40% of all consumer shopping,
retailers need to navigate this balance by investing in the
right products instead of excessive quantities, contributing
to overproduction and damaging margins in the long run.
Following inflated discounting across 2020, markdowns are
now becoming more conservative. To benefit the planet
and retailers' bottom lines, more brands are boycotting
events of mass consumption such as Black Friday.
As retail continues to embrace the second-hand market,
repurposing unsold or unwanted inventory will be critical in
managing waste amid frivolous post-pandemic purchasing
and discarding. With backing from Gen Z and retailers
waking up to the fashion industry's environmental impact,
this market is predicted to be valued at $64 bn by 2024.
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After a hiatus in 2020, in-person runways have returned,
adding to the estimated 40,000 to 48,000 tons of carbon
dioxide emissions generated at New York Fashion Week
alone. Luxury designers have continued to weave
sustainability in their collections through conscious
materials and savvy processes to cut back on the excessive
use of natural resources.
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1.1 FAST FASHION, CONSUMERISM
& GENERATION Z
A desirable demographic of pioneers and tastemakers striving to create
meaningful change, Gen Z will soon become the largest cohort of
consumers in the US. The number of digital buyers in this age range is
expected to surpass $41mn by 2022. It’s no wonder fashion retailers are
working overtime to win them over.
Gen Zers share several character traits and behaviors such as being
more inclusive, tech-savvy and socially aware. They are the most
ethnically diverse demographic in the US - almost half are minorities
compared to 22% of Baby Boomers. Despite their low income as the
majority are still in school, they are willing to pay more for sustainable
goods than any other generation. 54% of Gen Zs stated they would pay
over 10% for a sustainably made product.
In the UK, this cohort cares passionately about the environment.
However, pandemic fatigue and concern have set in, with Drapers
stating 25% of Gen Z have become less focused on sustainability over
the last 12 months. Still, over half agree all retailers should be
sustainable and ethical while supporting equality and diversity across
race, gender, sexuality or disability. Additionally, more than a third of
Gen Z said they abandoned a purchase because the retailer did not
reflect their values. As the second-hand market booms and with a third
of UK Gen Zer's active on Depop, 28% rate the ability to resell an item
as important.

54% of Gen Zs stated they would
pay over 10% for a sustainably
made product. - First Insight
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This demographic was at the forefront of last year's uprising of
recognition and diversity. They’re pushing retailers to overhaul any
outdated processes and create a seat at the table for authentic voices
to speak to this consumer.
A new global survey has been published by the University of Bath,
highlighting the distress surrounding climate change. Nearly 60% of
young people say they feel very or extremely worried, while threequarters said they found the future frightening.
With the younger generation left to bear the brunt of climate change,
Gen Z is painted as the poster-child of sustainability, especially when it
comes to their wardrobes. However, there lies a paradox from their
addiction to newness, enticed by hyper-fast and ultra-cheap fashion.
TikToks of teens unboxing and unwrapping clothing under the hashtag
#haul has over 11 bn views to date, promoting the notion of
overconsumption for social media validation. Recent internet pushback
has circulated, slamming that generational slang like “basic” and
“cheugy” only adds to wardrobe insecurity and feeds the endless cycle
of flash-in-the-pan trends and disposable fashions to avoid being
branded with these unflattering labels.
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Fast fashion is only getting faster. Its agile infrastructure gets more
fresh styles in front of its customers than brands within other market
sectors. Satisfying the Gen Z consumer's appetite for newness, 57% of
products online at five of the major fast fashion brands are less than
three months old. This surpasses mid-tier brands striving to catch up
with the ultra-rapid SHEINs and Fashion Novas of the world. With
luxury brands' longer lead times, 26% of products have been online less
than three months, with the bulk of products available sitting between
three to six months old.

While the pandemic reduced the sheer volume of newness flooding the
market at hyper-speed last year, big drops are back in a big way.
Retailers are producing more than ever to capitalize on the revenge
dressing phenomenon as people are buying for events to make up for
lost time over lockdown.
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We know fast fashion businesses are characterized by landing high
amounts of new styles frequently, abandoning the seasonal drop
models established by more traditional retailers. Arrivals hit their lowest
point last April when the US passed 1 million confirmed cases.
However, as vaccinations rolled out and the world regained some
normalcy, newness ramped up once more. The number of new styles
dropped by fast fashion retailers is poised to outpace pre-pandemic
levels. Since the start of the year, arrivals are up 19% YoY, down only
2% vs. 2019. As retailers delivered on the Hot Vax Summer, May to
August saw a significant trajectory, with newness up 38% YoY and 7%
vs. 2019.
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1.2 SHIFTING DISCOUNTING BEHAVIORS
When the 2008 Global
[1] Financial Crisis (GFC) hit, retailers began relying
on constant markdowns to encourage spending and move through
inventory. This disrupted the promotional calendar, removing the need
for regimented discounting cycles and sparked consumers’ addiction to
markdowns, empowering overconsumption and prematurely decreasing
a product’s value. The pandemic caused mass market retailers to
markdown in a panic, skyrocketing discounts to reach Black Friday
levels in May. After a turbulent 2020, businesses are discounting more
mindfully in 2021 to offset the heavy reductions taken last year.
Throughout the year, retailers across all US market sectors have been
discounting a lower proportion of their assortments at a shallower
threshold than in 2020. And for the majority of 2021, below prepandemic levels too.
Additionally, more retailers are boycotting major events such as Black
Friday backed by new consumer groups investing in brands giving back
to social causes and supporting small businesses. This indicates a shift
away from the excessive consumption popularized throughout end-ofyear events.
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1.3 THE FUTURE IS SECOND-HAND
[1]

Gen Z may be driving demand for disposable fast fashion trends.
However, they are also lauded for dissolving stigma around secondhand apparel, repositioning this market as aspirational and cool.
Dubbed the Depop Generation, 75% of the resell platform’s users shop
second-hand to reduce fashion consumption. Additionally, 55% said
their motives were "to find one of a kind pieces."45% use Depop "to
tap into trends," proving that while Gen Z are portrayed as the
figurehead generation of sustainability, trends remain paramount to
their wardrobes.
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Globally, it's been predicted that we are expected to discard more than
134 million tonnes of textiles a year by 2030. Yet, as EDITED’s data
indicates, the fashion industry is still overproducing.
Consumers are also purchasing more than ever - a reported 155.9
million US shoppers are preparing to purchase new items after the
pandemic is over. This makes circular fashion a fundamental
cornerstone of sustainability, underscoring the need for retailers to be
upcycling and repurposing pre-existing goods.
Looking at the results from some of the major players in this space
highlights why the pre-loved market is so desirable - it's incredibly
successful. According to The RealReal's full-year results, its sell through
rate in 2020 was 99%. Vestiaire Collective recently achieved unicorn
status, closing a $210 mn funding round that values the company at
$1.7 bn. The market's rapid sell through rate is also telling of its
success, by analyzing the age of stock it is currently holding compared
to traditional luxury businesses.
Comparing US sites in June, EDITED found 89% of the products
available at Vestiaire Collective are under three months old, while only
4% have been listed for over a year. At Luisaviaroma, 30% of products
available have been online for over a year. While at Mytheresa, the
average age of goods is between 3-6 months. Resale platforms may
offer styles from the archives, but they sell through before they have
the chance to go stale.
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Pre-COVID, the rental market was poised to disrupt traditional
retail and become a mainstream sustainable alternative to
purchasing new products. A new study published by the Finnish
scientific journal Environmental Research Letters claims renting
clothes is worse for the planet than throwing them away. The
report stated the dry cleaning, excessive amounts of
transportation and packaging involved added up to a hidden and
often overlooked environmental cost. While this report snatched
headlines, several companies have disputed this study as flawed.
Fashion Revolution argues extending the life of apparel by an
extra nine months reduces its carbon, water and waste footprint
by around 20-30% per garment, and cuts the cost in resources
used to supply, launder and dispose of clothing by 20%. This
space has certainly showed no signs of slowing down with
Harrods and Eddie Bauer as some of the many new players
entering the market this year. And despite rental’s challenges,
Rent the Runway filed for a US IPO to cash in on the return of
weddings and events.
For all of the second-hand market's allure, it's not without its eco
and ethical drawbacks. Only an estimated 10-15% of donated
clothing is resold in the US. Charities are inundated with
consumers dumping unwanted goods, which end up in landfills or
shipped to poorer nations. Gen Z's interest in this space has led
to the Thrift Flipping phenomenon, where shoppers buy up preloved garments to refresh or alter and then resell - often for a
higher price.
While this demographic is applauded for their entrepreneurship,
some Thrift Flipping is being hailed as problematic. It can take
away from low-income consumers shopping at charity stores
because they have no other alternative. It also often involves
buying up larger sizes to be taken in. This only benefits shoppers
with size privilege and makes it even harder for consumers to
shop for sustainable size-inclusive apparel. With luxury's
reluctance to cater to larger sizes, resale platforms are struggling
to cater to this consumer.
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1.4 A RETURN TO PHYSICAL RUNWAYS
[1]

Luxury designers may not oversaturate the market with as many
expendable goods as fast fashion. However, their eco-credentials still
come under fire for their processes surrounding Fashion Week as
designers, buyers, models, journalists and more industry workers fly
across four cities for only two seasons a year. While COVID’s safety and
social distancing measures in place forced brands to reimagine digital
fashion weeks for 2020, in-person shows in 2021 are back with a bang.
After sitting out of the runway calendar last year in an attempt to rewire
the traditional processes, big names like Saint Laurent and Balenciaga
are back to their original Paris slots. Gucci and Bottega Veneta are still
showing off-calendar.
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Designers are still using this platform to communicate their
sustainability efforts through their collections. For Fall 2021, Gabriela
[1]
Hearst's inaugural show
for Chloé in the fall gave the fashion house a
sustainable overhaul, decreasing this collection's environmental
footprint by 400% compared to last winter. Undyed eco leather and byproduct shearling outerwear were sent down the runway, alongside
blouses and dresses featuring a marble print created using seaweed
and eggs. The designer’s eponymous line upped last spring's use of
40% repurposed and deadstock materials in the collection up to 50%
for Fall 2021. Marine Serre launched a website, where deadstock
leather and repurposed antique table cloths were modeled on a crossgenerational cast. The site offered transparency into the design process
with short-form videos of how the company used regenerated silk and
denim in the range.

Moving into Spring/Summer 2022, Rejina Pyo presented its most ecofriendly season to date, using 100% certified organic cotton denim and
shirting, sustainably-sourced viscose and recycled polyester. Stella
McCartney debuted mushroom leather bags. Collina Strada chose to
show at Brooklyn Grange, encouraging attendees to write to their
landlords to implement their own green infrastructure.
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The collection featured deadstock lace, velvet and plaid, as well as
recycled spandex, Lycra and silk made from rose petals. Threeasfour
collaborated with Israel-based
printing company Kornit Digital to create
[1]
patterns using 95% percent less water and halved its energy use.

Despite the return to physical shows, luxury fashion and digital are
becoming more intertwined. Designers like Louis Vuitton, Balenciaga
and Gucci have dabbled in the virtual space to engage consumers and
showcase collections through gaming and NFT technology. Phygital is
becoming purely digital, as 2021 saw the first Crypto Fashion Week,
allowing creators to upload and sell their designs on blockchain
marketplaces. The Fall 2021 London Fashion Week was digital-first and
included a virtual ready-to-wear show by Auroboros, with garments on
a live model transforming in real-time. Without actual production and
materials, digital alternatives are more sustainable than physical
products. However, digital pollution will need to be addressed as the
technologies emit 4% of greenhouse gas emissions.

Images: IMAXtree Stella McCartney
Spring 2022; Rejina Pyo Spring 2022;
Collina Strada Spring 2022; Auroboros
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2.0 THE DATA BEHIND
SUSTAINABLE FASHION ONLINE
While fast fashion arrivals are ramping up, products described with
sustainable keywords are becoming more commonplace within the
industry’s lexicon - in line with shifting priorities and consumer demand.
The EDITED Market Intelligence Platform can identify the materials and
terminology used by retailers to indicate a products’ footprint, how
keywords have evolved, as well as pinpoint how often a word is promoted
within marketing communications. This highlights where the opportunity
lies and gives retailers insight into the best times to communicate
sustainability efforts and achieve maximum awareness for campaigns.
Key takeaways:
The use of conscious materials is the primary way retailers indicate
an item is sustainable. The keyword “recycled” makes up the
majority of sustainable products available across the US and UK
market. As this isn’t the only measure of sustainability, retailers can
use their product descriptions as an opportunity to convey detailed
information to their consumers on why a product is a better choice
for the environment than an alternative.
Alongside upending their assortments to be more ecologically
friendly, retailers’ communications to customers regarding
sustainability are increasing. Consumers are becoming wary of
greenwashing in marketing with Drapers stating 69% don’t always
trust brands and retailers that say they are sustainable.
Brands need to re-examine their end-to-end processes and
provide greater transparency with unbiased benchmarking to drive
real and meaningful change. Regardless of how eco-friendly the
fabric is on the care tag, retailers can't rightly call themselves
sustainable if they aren't paying their workers or providing safe
conditions - a message that needs to be communicated to all
consumers.
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2.1 PRODUCT DEFINITION TRENDS
While all products stocked containing sustainable terminology have
[1]
increased since 2019, the biggest shift across both markets has been
those described as recycled or containing recycled materials. This
keyword accounts for 51% of sustainable products in stock in the US vs.
29% in 2019. In the UK, this has jumped from 26% to 53%.
This influx has dwarfed all other descriptions. In the US, TENCEL™
branded fibers like Modal and Lyocell currently make up less than 10%
of the whole assortment compared to 2019, where Modal was 29% of
products and Lyocell, 14%. However, the number of products
containing these materials has increased - Modal by 5%, Lyocell by
11%, while products with TENCEL™, whether in the description
referring to the company or its fabric, has grown by 120% since 2019.
The UK shows a similar trend with items containing Modal up 19%,
Lyocell by 54% and TENCEL™ by 278% compared to 2019. Similarly,
plant-based materials like hemp and bamboo, which serve as an
alternative to cotton, are only found in a small proportion of products.
Yet, they are expanding - across both markets, bamboo has seen a 32%
increase in investment since 2019 and hemp by 193%.
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Two years ago, products described with The Global Organic Textile
Standard (GOTS) were the leading example of UK sustainable
[1]
assortments, outpacing recycled goods at 31% of the range. Though
recycled products have now eclipsed this, stocked products containing
this accolade have seen an increase of 38% from 2019. Products
containing Better Cotton Initiative (BCI) cotton have increased 190% in
the US and 118% in the UK compared to 2019.
The data concluded that using conscious materials is the most
prominent way of communicating sustainability in product descriptions,
neglecting to address other overarching environmental and ethical
issues. Currently, less than 2% of the products stocked online are
described as carbon neutral or mention how this product helps the
company offset or reduce emissions - an area of importance given the
number of retailers pledging to reach carbon neutrality or positivity
goals. Additionally, product descriptions containing “responsibly
sourced,” “fair trade” and “living wage” are less than 3% of the total
assortment across each market.
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This doesn't mean these aren't priorities for retailers as information on
factories, treatment of garment workers and carbon footprint goals are
usually housed in other sections of a retailer’s website. What actually
makes a product conscious is still cloudy to consumers. A recent
Genomatic survey unearthed that 72% of US consumers are aware of
environmental issues in fashion, but 42% are confused about what
makes a garment sustainable.
This presents an opportunity to incorporate this information in each
product’s online description as it's usually a customer's first touchpoint
with a brand. Retailers can help educate their consumers about the
sustainability of their products at a more granular level, so their buyers
understand how their immediate purchases impact people and the
planet.
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2.2 SUSTAINABILITY WITHIN FASHION
MARKETING
As demand for eco and ethical products grows, so does the potential
[1]
risk of greenwashing.
This solidifies the importance of retailers nailing
their communication strategies.
Alongside converting their assortments to be more conscious, mentions
of “sustainability” and iterations of the buzzword are staple features in
retailers’ communications to consumers, increasing 32% YoY in
customer emails and 84% since 2019.
Though sustainability is a year-round effort, April stands out as the core
month for eco communications in line with the events that coincide with
this period and is seeing continued growth. Email mentions of "Earth
Day," "Earth Week," "Earth Month" or "Fashion Revolution Week"
were up 42% and featured at 32% more retailers YoY. Other events
such as Veganuary, Second-hand September, Zero Emissions Day,
Plastic-free July and National Thrift Shop Day are also key times for
retailers to communicate sustainability efforts.
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Fashion brands are setting ambitious targets, but given the climate
emergency, they may not have the luxury of a long lead time to try and
achieve them. To be realistic and help quell any notions of
greenwashing, retailers need to be transparent including short and
long-term commitments across every area of the value chain, constantly
assess and communicate their progress and admit when they make
mistakes.
Environmentalism needs to be intersectional and advocate for both
people and the planet over profit. They need to ensure race and
privilege fall under the umbrella of sustainability and address how
marginalized people of color are often left out of the conversation, yet
are the most vulnerable to adverse environmental impacts such as
pollution and climate change. It's important because within the fashion
industry, the current systems in place predominantly benefit the elite.
This includes the sustainability processes on which retailers are placing
a significant emphasis.

Drapers state 72% of
consumers agree all
retailers should make their
workers’ wages public, with
only 46% trusting brands to
pay them fairly

This means fashion brands can no longer use sustainability as a boxticking exercise. Instead, their efforts need to also protect and give
back to the poor communities of color who experience injustices from
the industry's processes. This often-neglected demographic is most
affected by the fashion industry. From the start of a garment's lifecycle,
marginalized groups face unfair wages and poor working conditions to
create disposable products. This trickles into the end of each item’s
lifespan when it's dumped at landfills in poorer countries, harming
disadvantaged Black and Brown communities
22
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2021 RETAIL HEADLINES

As part of boohoo’s Agenda For Change, the fast fashion
brand published the names of the 1,100 factories it uses
across 30 countries to increase transparency. It’s also signed
up to the new International Accord for Health and Safety in
the Garment and Textile Industry.

ASOS and Marks & Spencer were among the first
signatories for a new International Accord for Health and
Safety in the Garment and Textile Industry, protecting the
welfare of workers in Bangladesh.

Zalando published its first sustainability progress report,
outlining its plan to raise its target of gross merchandise
volume (GMV) generated by sustainable products from 20%
to 25% by 2023. Other revealing insights included emissions
were reduced by 64% since 2017, its sustainable range has
tripled to 80,000 products and it will raise the bar on what
products are classified as "sustainable."
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There's still so much work to be done and this isn't a new conversation.
Unfortunately, it's one that has taken the urgency of a global pandemic
and political unrest to be reignited. Brands are still making mistakes by
concentrating on greenwashing practices or initiatives that only benefit
the white and wealthy. A business offering a capsule collection with
recycled materials for Earth Month produced by the same underpaid,
minority workers is not sustainable.
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3.0 2021’S TARGETED AREAS
EDITED data has unearthed how retailers are adopting more
conscious materials to grow their sustainable ranges. Diving
deeper, this section highlights significant areas such as recycled
fabrics, eco denim and faux fur. Find out about the key categories
changing the face of the industry for a greener future.

Key takeaways:
Recycled materials are incorporated across a breadth of
products spanning activewear, swimwear, outdoor apparel
and denim. Yet, EDITED records only 34% of products
contain 100% recycled materials in the US and 26% in the
UK, indicating there is still work to be done.
The size-inclusive market is an area where sustainability in
denim is lagging. Only 9% of plus-size jeans currently
available use alternatives to conventional cotton and 3% of
styles are described as "recycled.”
As luxury and mass brands alike overhaul certain materials
used in assortments, 2021 faux fur arrivals have grown 82%
YoY and 16% vs. 2019. Appealing to consumer demand,
real fur used in the luxury market has contracted 23% since
2020 and 29% vs. 2019.
WFH has led to upgraded home spaces. Combined with
fast fashion players capturing market share, homeware is no
longer a one-time purchase. Much like apparel, there's a
boost in circular processes to minimize waste and
investment in recycled and conscious materials.
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3.1 RECYCLED MATERIALS
Due to its impact across several categories, recycled materials make up
the bulk of sustainably described products in stock in 2021. This area is
forecasted to expand significantly within the next decade as more mass
market retailers work towards achieving their sustainability commitments.
Primark and ASOS are among those pledging their products will be made
from recycled or more sustainable materials by 2030.
Cult labels like SAYE and PANGAIA have experimented with repurposing
food waste to be upcycled into new products. However, mass market
brands are predominantly recycling synthetics, with a significant trend in
offering activewear and swimwear made from recycled post-consumer
plastics. While recycled polyester can help minimize waste and emissions,
producing 70% fewer greenhouse gas emissions than virgin polyester, it
isn't sustainable fashion’s silver bullet.
A report by Changing Markets Foundation argues recycled synthetics are
just as damaging to the environment as their virgin counterparts,
shedding microplastics and adding to the planet’s plastic pollution.
Additionally, despite the millions of tons of textile waste sent to landfills
or incinerated each year, not all can be recycled. Apparel made from
blended fabrics are even harder to break down and repurpose fibers
from. Of the recycled products available, only 26% in the UK are
described as “100% recycled” and only 34% in the US, indicating retailers
need to look beyond responsible fabrics to the afterlife of a product to
ensure true sustainability.
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2021 HIGHLIGHTS
Everlane introduced The Next
[Collective] fellowship program to
accelerate early-stage innovations
to help eradicate virgin plastic
within the fashion industry and
achieve the remaining 10% of the
brand's 100% no new plastic goal.

In line with the return of the US
Open Tennis Championships, Polo
Ralph Lauren produced uniforms for
on-court officials and ball people
with yarn made from recycled plastic
bottles and tennis ball cans.

For its fall 2021-22 collection
dubbed "Earthrise," Iris van
Herpen designed a line of
couture gowns upcycled entirely
from ocean debris in partnership
with Parley for the Oceans.
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3.2 DENIM’S POST-LOCKDOWN REVIVAL
Offsetting a sweatpants-fuelled 2020, denim is back and bigger than
ever, but the environment is paying for it. A new report from Water
Witness International uncovered extreme water pollution linked to the
fashion industry from top sourcing African countries such as Ethiopia,
Lesotho, Madagascar, Mauritius and Tanzania. Some rivers had the
same pH levels as household bleach, while other waterways were visibly
contaminated with blue denim dye.
Considering denim’s reputation as one of the most polluting and
resource-intensive materials, major pure play brands are accelerating
their efforts. Denim stocked with sustainable keywords have increased
176% since 2019 and 52% YoY. However, it’s still not enough. Less than
half of the overall assortment of denim stocked online is described as
containing sustainable or conscious elements at 43%.
Image: H&M
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Analyzing the keywords behind sustainable denim goods across the US
and UK reveals the areas driving growth. The number of styles made
with recycled materials and components have increased 503% since
2019, indicative of the industry’s move towards maximizing material use
and closing the loop.
There’s been a 182% YoY and 359% increase since 2019 of denim made
in partnership with the BCI, which promotes fewer resources and
responsible farming. Denim brands have also prioritized using less or no
water - these styles are up 24% YoY and 76% since 2019. The use of
bio-based materials is also rising, with TENCEL™ options increasing
47% YoY and 106% since 2019.
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The size-inclusive market is an area where sustainability in denim is
lagging. While cotton is the primary fiber used, only 9% of plus-size
jeans currently available use alternatives to conventional. And despite
the high proportions of styles containing petroleum-based materials,
the term "recycled" is only attached to 3% of jeans stocked, signifying
that the plus-size market has been ignored even though retailers have
been giving denim an eco overhaul.

2021 HIGHLIGHTS
Levi’s WellThread® Fall 2021 denim was touted as its
most sustainably-designed, made with its
Water<Less® technology, cottonized hemp and
plant-based dyes, engineered for recyclability and
made in factories that promote worker wellbeing

Ganni reported 25% of its denim had undergone
durability tests in line with the Ellen MacArthur
Foundation Jean redesign project to ensure their
longevity is made from 100% GOTS certified cotton
and is 100% traceable from stages 1-4 of the supply
chain.

ArmedAngels introduced its most sustainable
collection yet. DetoxDenim is made from GOTS
organic cotton, 20% recycled cotton from the brand's
own waste, and dyed with minimal chemicals with no
water used.
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3.3 FUR IS CANCELED
COVID ended fur farming in Denmark while selling skins for fashion has
been banned in California and Israel. With the UK exploring similar
legislative options and prestigious brands repeatedly dropping the
material from their collections, fur is swiftly falling out of favor.
Though the luxury market is synonymous with animal hides, countless
designers have pivoted away from using real fur in their products to
appeal to the modern consumer who no longer views it as a status
symbol. This year alone, MyTheresa, Canada Goose, Moose Knuckles,
Neiman Marcus, Saks Fifth Avenue, Valentino and all Kering brands
have all pledged to forego using animal pelts.
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COVID's impact on deliveries led to a 15% drop in Fall/Winter 2020
arrivals compared to 2019. However, new data indicates faux fur is
poised for a comeback. Since the start of 2021, there's been an 82%
YoY lift in arrivals across the mass and luxury market, propelling the
number of new styles up 16% vs. 2019. This upwards trajectory is
forecasted to continue as retailers land more cold weather styles,
anticipating a lockdown-free winter with consumers seeking plush
fabrications to bundle up outdoors.
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As faux alternatives rise, the number of real fur options at luxury players
dwindles. Over the past two years, real fur stocked on designers' own
sites has declined. The data for 2021 revealed a 23% drop YoY and a
29% drop since 2019 of items containing fox, rabbit, mink and other
furs. This trend will undoubtedly continue as premium sites refuse to
stock fur and luxury brands' shift in strategies will spike innovation in
new materials that are both sustainable and cruelty-free.

Vegan alternatives may be cruelty-free. However, they aren't inherently
sustainable, with retailers predominantly subbing animal materials for
plastic. 70% of outerwear containing faux fur in the mass market is
described as using non-recycled polyester in its care and composition.
While retailers have been innovating with plant-based materials like
mushrooms, cactus and pineapples as eco and animal-friendly leathers,
such alternatives in fur haven't been as widely reported.
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Ecopel
The faux fur manufacturer that works with Stella
McCartney and Calcaterra stands out as the market
leader. It replicates the softness, warmth and durability of
fur with recycled, energy-reduced, bio-based materials.

Furmark
The International Fur Federation launched a "gamechanging" QR certification and traceability system that
maps the garment's history guaranteeing animal welfare
and environmental standards.

Recycled alternatives
Unreal Fur uses PET recycled water bottles and fabric
scraps to create new products. In the mass market, Vero
Moda, Monki and Marks & Spencer have achieved teddy
bear textures using recycled polyester.

Natural materials
Sustainable Italian designer Tiziano Guardini has
experimented with hemp, straw and pine needles to create
soft, fuzzy fabrics in past collections. Hemp is also a
mainstay in Unreal Fur's compositions.

Mimicking texture
To create the illusion of hair and fur, KSENIASCHNAIDER
and ISKO have previously used shredded denim.
Balenciaga recently replicated fur and feathers with
embroidered silk. Organza and silk offcuts to make faux
fur have also been seen at Calcaterra.
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The prestige associated with animal skins and fur results in a higher
price point attached to goods. Real fur isn't as common in the mass
market as luxury. Yet, animal products in outerwear such as wool still
command a higher entry, average and exit price point than faux fur
styles. In our July analysis, EXPRESS in the US stocked the highest
priced item containing faux fur - a parka with a removable furry hood. In
the UK, it was & Other Stories' full-length faux fur coat.
Unsurprisingly, the entry, average and exit price point of real fur
significantly eclipsed faux. Outerwear prices exit at just under $50,000
in the US due to the mink coats stocked at Louis Vuitton. The use of
faux fur makes luxury outerwear more accessible, with the lowest entry
price in the US - currently seen at Michael Kors using faux fur trim on
denim jackets. In the UK, Stella McCartney's teddy jackets command a
much higher entry price, currently at £950.00.
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3.4 ACTIVE & LOUNGEWEAR
The hero categories of the pandemic, sportswear retailers are investing
in sustainable projects and technology to reimagine more responsible
active and loungewear. Adidas, for example, aims to make more than
60% of products from recycled polyester or use sustainably grown
cotton within its Primeblue and Primegreen labels, with goals to only
use recycled polyester by 2024.
Total performance wear arriving for fall described with sustainable
keywords rose 52% YoY across the US and UK at pure play activewear
brands. With remote working and casualization embedded in
consumers' day-to-day lives, sustainable athleisure jumped 76% YoY.
Similarly to the wider industry trend, products described as recycled
make up the majority of sustainable goods and saw a significant uplift
of 109%. The second most invested keyword was products made with
BCI cotton to support sustainable farming. However, these items saw a
42% decline YoY. Though a smaller proportion of ranges, Lyocell and
Modal were more commonplace.
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There was also a shift in the categories sports retailers focused their
sustainability efforts on compared to 2020. Last year, footwear made
up 7% and 3% of new sustainable product arrivals for menswear and
womenswear, respectively. This year, it's been accelerated to 14% and
10% as active brands prioritized sustainable sneaker drops. Outerwear
has also expanded, with adidas investing in PrimaLoft sustainable
synthetic insulation padding and recycled polyester noted in
Lululemon’s fleece bombers and Reebok’s training jackets.
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2021 HIGHLIGHTS
Nike partnered with biotech
company Newlight Technologies to
adopt a carbon-negative material
dubbed AirCarbon produced from
ocean microorganisms as an
alternative to plastic and leathers.

Allbirds entered the activewear
market, launching its debut apparel
collection produced from breathable
eucalyptus tree fibers.

PANGAIA released an active
range crafted of 90% or more
bio-based nylon, seaweed fiber
and bioWick materials, free from
fossil fuels and petrochemicals
and featuring a bio-based odor
and antimicrobial finish.
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3.5 HOMEWARE
The concept of fast homewares has entered the lexicon of retailers and
consumers as low-priced, high-trend brands continue to expand into
this category, adding to the ever-growing number of disposable goods
produced.
According to a recent consumer survey, 97% of respondents were
interested in buying environmentally-friendly home furnishings. If the
cost and style were comparable to other products on the market, 87%
of respondents would be willing to pay more, creating visible demand
for sustainable products across every category.
To cater to this, retailers have more than doubled the number of home
goods described with sustainable attributes YoY. EDITED analysis for
August found products that are 100% recycled or recyclable are the
most popular choice for retailers investing in conscious homeware, with
these descriptors seeing a 77% rise YoY.
Natural materials were also key drivers in overall uptake. The use of
more responsible alternatives to conventional cotton, like organic or
BCI-certified fibers, increased 167% YoY.
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Bamboo is becoming more commonplace in retailers' assortments,
particularly in home accessories and kitchenware, up 252% YoY. The
luxury boho and Japandi decorating themes sweeping Instagram have
led to skyrocketing demand for rattan furniture. A durable and naturally
renewable palm that encourages forest retention, retailers' investment
in this material has also grown 167% YoY.
There's been a noticeable shift in the homeware categories receiving
sustainable overhauls. With smaller and more competitively-priced
goods entering the market that appeal to Generation Rent's budget
and aesthetic, home accessories have emerged as the leading category
stocking eco-friendly homeware, usurping bedroom products. Standout
products include natural wood in decorative items and wall hangings,
linen cushion covers, jute rugs and TENCEL™ throws.

With consumers spending most of their time indoors in 2020, creating
an idyllic space outdoors has become paramount. Sustainable outdoor
furnishings have grown from equalling 6% of the total home range in
2020 to 11% in 2021 as retailers double down on natural materials in
patio furniture.
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Fast fashion brands' foray into homeware may be shaking up decor
trends and making prices more accessible. However, it's not without
consequence. Traditionally, customers considered furniture and
homeware as one-time purchases - only replaced when they broke.
Now, with digital platforms reshaping homes as spaces for curation
combined with consumers working remotely and looking to upgrade
their homes, buyers are dumping and purchasing homeware almost as
fast as clothes.
Similar to apparel, circular processes have been adopted by homeware
brands to minimize waste. The pandemic accelerated this channel, with
48% of Americans purchasing a resale item for their homes in 2020.

Image: IKEA x Zandra Rhodes
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2021 HIGHLIGHTS
In collaboration with giving platform
Geev, Made.com launched a new zerowaste, zero-cost giveaway initiative,
allowing consumers to find a new home
for preloved furnishings and homeware.

John Lewis & Partners expanded its
furniture rental service in partnership with
Fat Llama. The range will double to
include over 200 items, including; desks,
chairs, dining tables and sofas. It will also
be made available to customers outside of
London, where they can rent for three, six
or 12 months with the option to buy at
any time and at a reduced rate.

Mango made its first venture into
homewares in April, dropping a
Mediterranean-inspired collection of
products for the bedroom, living room and
bathroom. The entire line was made from
sustainable textiles, with 80% of items
produced locally.
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3.6 SWIMWEAR & INTIMATES
As vaccinations rolled out and the world reopened, the swimwear
market rebounded. Retailers fed consumers' desire for escapism and
introduced fresh product drops ahead of an optimistic summer reset.
EDITED has previously noted an emphasis on more environmentallyfriendly material alternatives in swimwear over the past few years.
Recycled and repurposed materials are a key call out with a spotlight on
ECONYL®, nylon made from post-consumer waste products, and
REPREVE®, a fiber made from recycled plastic bottles.
At the height of summer, products described containing these materials
or as recyclable and sustainable became far more commonplace in the
mass market. Despite COVID causing swimwear to dip in newness, the
materials combined increased 307% YoY. Due to its contact with water,
retailers are also educating their consumers on caring for their
swimsuits to avoid microplastic shedding.

Swimwear containing
recyclable and
sustainable materials
increased 307% YoY.
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In lingerie, a daily essential, the number of sustainable underwear
stocked has increased by 111% since 2019 though retailers have been
slow to enter this space. When fast fashion brands entered the playing
field and started capturing market share, they undercut legacy players
in terms of price. Businesses then shifted their categories to prioritize
remaining competitive by any means. Now that times have evolved and
mass market brands can no longer ignore the state of the environment,
they are starting to pivot their strategies and concentrate on other
deliverables, such as sustainability.
If we applied this lens to lingerie giants, major players concentrated on
dropping prices over sustainability efforts. Where sustainability was
addressed, it was applied more towards a responsible supply chain,
production and inclusive sizing rather than innovation with materials or
eco initiatives - an area they've been lagging. The level of construction
and detail that traditionally goes into lingerie makes it harder to recycle
or repurpose. However, the shift towards comfort products and more
wireless and non-padded styles has been beneficial as fewer
components are produced. Lingerie is also less appealing in the
booming second-hand market, which could potentially see harmful
chemicals used and add to the negative environmental impact due to a
higher level of cleaning that would be required to meet hygiene
standards.

The number of
sustainable underwear
stocked has increased
by 111% since 2019.
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2021 HIGHLIGHTS
Activewear brand Girlfriend Collective joined the swimwear space,
releasing eight styles made from recycled fishing nets in sizes XXS6X.
Gen Z favorite Parade launched its Universal collection, the world’s
first carbon neutral underwear. By using sustainable recycled yarns,
the range generates 8.5% energy savings, 84% water waste savings
and 77% gas generation savings.
Nike launched The Icon collection, where swimwear styles were
made from at least 75% recycled polyester fibers produced from
plastic bottle waste, including linings that are 100% recycled
polyester.
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3.7 BEAUTY
Sustainably described products available online for beauty are
predominantly associated with being cruelty-free, refillable, recyclable
or containing eco-friendly packaging. There's a laser focus on
eradicating plastic given an estimated 4.8 million to 12.7 million tons of
plastic enter the ocean every year and is expected to triple by 2040 if
nothing is done. This has led to several brands working on ocean
conservation, which resulted in the blue beauty movement. While most
efforts are around eliminating plastics from packaging, there's also
opportunity in marine-friendly products. Reef-safe sunscreen, free from
common UV-filtering ingredients linked to coral bleaching, such as
oxybenzone and octinoxate, is a category to watch.

20201 HIGHLIGHTS

Plastic-free beauty brand Submission dropped a range of non-toxic
plant-based, biodegradable glitter with a cellulose base made from
eucalyptus trees. The pots are available in four different shades and
delivered in 100% plastic-free packaging.
The founder of Rose Inc., Rosie Huntington-Whiteley, branched out
into a skincare and makeup label of "clean and clinically proven,
sensual and sustainable" products. The brand is vegan, cruelty-free
and uses refillable packaging.
Over 100 beauty brands including Versed and Youth to the People
took to Instagram to encourage customers to call their federal
representatives to advocate for climate change policies.
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3.8 OUTDOOR APPAREL
The popular category reached new heights in 2021, kicking off with the
much-hyped collaboration between The North Face x Gucci - created in
line with both brands’ sustainable policies and building hype for
outdoor apparel. Combined with the Gorpcore boom, consumers'
newfound appreciation for incorporating nature into their lifestyles and
hobbies was fuelled.
Eco innovation in this space is essential, with retailers embracing
technology to create long-lasting, durable products with a low
environmental impact and championing activism.
Sustainable puffer jackets stocked across the US and UK increased
284% since 2019, with retailers focusing on recycled polyester and
vegan down. In footwear, brands have long concentrated their eco
efforts on sneakers. This has translated to outdoor footwear styles such
as hiking boots and trail sneakers, with sustainable styles up 76% since
2019.
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2021 HIGHLIGHTS
Moncler launched its Born To Protect
puffer jacket for men, women and
children made from recycled materials,
regenerated nylon and certified down
with ECONYL® zippers and buttons.

Icelandic designers Tobia Zambotti and
Aleksi Saastamoinen created Coat-19, a
blue puffer jacket made of single-use face
masks, organic wool and transparent
recycled laminate. Around 1,500 masks
were collected from the streets of
Reykjavík.

Adidas teamed up with Stella McCartney
on the EARTH EXPLORER collection of allweather garments. This included a multipurpose sleeping bag puffer jacket, a 100%
recycled bodysuit and Primeblue recycled
ocean plastic winter boots.
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4.0 THE GREEN TAX
Are sustainable products really more expensive than their less
environmentally-friendly counterparts? And are consumers willing
to pay for it? In this section, EDITED analyzed the average
advertised price of apparel currently stocked in the US and UK
market to pinpoint the intended price mass retailers are setting
for their garments and how it stacks up against more sustainably
made items.

Key takeaways:
There is often a stigma that sustainable products are too
expensive, with fabric alternatives and eco packaging
increasing price points. Across mass retail brands, EDITED
found in all key categories except for outerwear in the US
that sustainable products are priced above the market
average.
This trend may be shifting as more fast fashion players
convert their ranges to create conscious products at an
affordable price. Currently, Zara and H&M offer jeans
consisting of sustainable elements that are priced below
core styles.
There is no one size fits all approach. Retailers will need to
find what their consumer is willing to pay, break down what
makes a product sustainable and clearly communicate how
pricing factors in.
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Navigating sustainable pricing is one of the most challenging tasks for
retailers to achieve as it is shrouded in negative perceptions on both
ends of the scale. Suppose sustainable goods are marketed as too
affordable. In that case, customers suspect greenwashing, unable to
fathom how workers could be paid a fair, living wage in decent
conditions to produce such a cheap garment. If sustainable prices are
too expensive, retailers can risk alienating lower-income consumers'
opportunity to buy into conscious products, reaffirming the image that
sustainable fashion is for elitists.
There are mixed findings on whether consumers are willing to pay more
for sustainability too. While American Gen Zers may be more inclined to
pay for eco-friendly fashion, they haven't yet reached a high earning
capacity for businesses to profit from. Drapers also found that while
50% of UK consumers are willing to pay more for sustainable fashion, a
greater 76% would purchase it if prices were more affordable.
On average, products with environmental and ethical descriptors are
advertised as more expensive across mass market brands in both
analyzed regions. Sustainable menswear is advertised 12% above the
average price in the US, while womenswear is 4% higher. In the UK, eco
menswear is 21% more expensive and womenswear 9% more.
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Fabric alternatives, as well as factors such as sustainable packaging, are
responsible for driving prices higher. This does have the potential to shift
as mass retailers evolve their range to make sustainable choices more
accessible. Primark’s 10-year sustainability strategy plans to change how
its products are made while maintaining low prices and paying a currently
undisclosed living wage for its supply chain workers.
There are already some nuances with mass market brands spinning off eco
lines. In some cases, pricing for sustainable goods has become more
accessible with some retailers matching or lowering the price of their eco
lines to core.
In the US, the average price of outerwear products described as
sustainable warrants a lower price point, with leather goods not disclosed
as sustainably sourced or recycled bringing up the average price.
New jeans described with recycled components or organic materials
arriving from July to September in Zara across both the US and UK are
advertised at a lower price point than its core offerings. In the US, selected
H&M styles with eco credentials, such as partially recycled cotton, are
promoted as cheaper than styles without.

$19.99

$29.99

Partly recycled
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£29.99

Zara Split-Hem
Slim Jeans

ZW The Mid
Waist Straight
Jeans

Eco

Eco

H&M Mom
Loose-Fit
UltraJeans

£27.99

H&M Slim Mom
Ankle Jeans

Contains cotton
grown using
natural fertilizers
and pesticides
with no
genetically
modified seeds,
preserving seed
biodiversity and
soil fertility
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5.0 A YEAR IN REVIEW
In addition to the news snippets peppered throughout the report,
we look back on some of the many innovations and milestones
taken by retailers to help shape the future of the industry.

September 2021:

August 2021:

The UN Global Compact included H&M as one of the 40 global
LEAD companies worldwide, acknowledging the brand's focus
around responsible business practices and sustainable
innovations.
ASOS unveiled its four sustainability goals for 2030, including
achieving net-zero emissions across its value chain, ensuring
100% of own-brand products and packaging are made from
more sustainable or recycled materials and with full
transparency and having at least 50% female and over 15%
ethnic minority representation at every leadership level.

May 2021:
Adidas and Allbirds revealed their
Futurecraft.Footprint collaboration.
Though it's the duo's lowest carbon
emitting performance shoe to date
with a 2.94kg footprint, it missed its
2kg target. The shoe is made from
70% recycled polyester and 30%
natural, wood pulp-based Tencel,
combined with both adidas'
Lightstrike midsole and Allbirds'
SweetFoam EVA.
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PVH Corp announced a new
partnership with non-profit The Power
of Nutrition. Over the next four years,
$15 mn will be donated, with support
from UNICEF Bangladesh to provide
nutrition services to more than one
million female garment workers.

Farfetch launched a pre-order service giving customers
access to the latest products from Balenciaga, Off-White,
Dolce & Gabbana and more. The initiative strives to
minimize waste by only making what's been ordered and is
supported by a carbon-neutral campaign, with models
wearing digital assets.
Crocs announced its goal to become a net-zero company
by 2030. To minimize the brand's carbon footprint, it plans
to use more sustainable products and packaging, invest in
methods for reusing and donating used products, as well
as transition to renewably-sourced energy in offices and
distribution centers.

June 2021:
Burberry pledged to advance lowcarbon future solutions and invest in
nature-based projects to cut
emissions by 46% by 2030 and
achieve climate positivity by 2040.
Target detailed a new sustainability
strategy this week, which revolves
around four key goals: become a
market leader for inclusive and
sustainable brands by 2030; develop
100% of its private-label products
through circular design by 2040;
commit to zero waste and landfill by
2040; and increase Black
representation across the company
by 20% by 2023.

July 2021:
Vagabond Shoemakers pledged to
reduce its carbon emissions by 50%
before 2030 and prioritize calculating
emissions from an operational level.
Fabletics entered the resale space
through a partnership with ThredUP.
The collaborative program allows
customers to mail pre-loved clothing
back to the activewear retailer in
exchange for Fabletics store credit. The
goods are then resold through ThredUp
or recycled.
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April 2021:
Retailers' sustainable manifestos flooded the news
on Earth Day, which included The North Face
pledging 100% of its materials will come from
renewable sources by 2025 and Mulberry's aim to
develop the world's lowest carbon leather.
Adidas revealed the hotly-anticipated Stan Smith
Mylo - the first shoe made from mushroom-based
materials.

January 2021:
Remake launched the Direct Relief for Garment
Workers fund to support those in key apparel
manufacturing nations that remain on the poverty line
following the pandemic.
River Island joined the Better Cotton Initiative (BCI) to
transition to 100% sustainable cotton by 2023.
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March 2021:
Cara Delevingne collaborated with Puma on a conscious yoga
line called Exhale. The range consists of at least 75% recycled
polyester and Puma partnered with First Climate to offset
emissions.
In a bid to make sustainable fashion size-inclusive, HURR rolled
out its #RentALL campaign, with plans to expand its plus size
offering up 120% by August. It partnered with brands such as
Wray, Selkie and LOUDBODIES, and also offered incentives for
members to list designer products in sizes UK16-32.

February 2021:
Ganni announced a new partnership with Plan
A to further map its CO2 footprint by targeting
the heaviest points of the value chain and
providing accurate data to drive meaningful
change.
Kering announced that Alexander McQueen
and Balenciaga are going fur-free.
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6.0 LOOKING FORWARD TO 2022
While retail is showing some signs of a return to normalcy, the
events of 2020 have made it clear that the fashion industry cannot
return to its environmentally damaging pre-pandemic processes
and unsustainable levels of mass production. In the final section of
this report, we’ve rounded up five essential themes retailers need
to address in order to create a better future for people and the
planet.

Ecofying logistics
Why take note
Following the UN climate change report urging businesses to
act faster to combat global warming, retailers need to reshape
their most carbon-intensive processes such as fabric sourcing,
shipping and electricity use.
How to act
Despite setting ambitious targets, a tighter timeframe is
required, with the report stating that what companies do in
the next five or 10 years will really matter. To strive towards
net zero emissions, retailers need to rewire their processes at
every section of the value chain and not rely solely on
offsetting excess emissions. Marks & Spencer’s reset of its
Plan A pledge to eradicate its carbon footprint will see the
retailer collaborate with its suppliers on new and better
processes, as well as promote carbon literacy through buying,
sourcing and operations to drive net zero delivery. Offsets will
account for 14% of reductions by the 2030s.
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Adding to the exorbitant resources and energy used within
fashion, overproduction is rife with new arrivals outpacing prepandemic levels. The unnecessary amount of apparel produced at
a rapid turnaround needs to be addressed and pulled back. Supply
chains are showing obvious strain with ports over congested and
factories shuttered due to vaccine inequality in major
manufacturing regions, indicating operations can no longer run at
this capacity with coronavirus now a part of life.
Taking a slow fashion approach by producing fewer options for
demand is becoming more common in the industry. Farfetch is one
of the latest retailers taking this approach, launching a pre-order
scheme, only making what’s been ordered to help minimize waste.
Though consumers care about the environment, they prioritize
fast, seamless and mainly free delivery and returns, clashing with
retailers’ carbon-reduction goals. The pandemic has opened
shoppers up to alternatives such as click-and-collect and curbside
pickup, which can be expanded to include pickup from delivery
hubs - an option bubbling up in the UK with retailers transforming
closed-down physical stores into mini-fulfillment centers for online
orders as well as reusable packaging for orders and greener
alternatives of transportation.
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The new material reset
Why take note
Fashion’s overreliance on cotton has led to environmental and
political impacts while natural resources are at stake. Good On
You estimated that a single mill can use 200 tons of fresh
water per ton of dyed fabric. Retailers should be looking
beyond conventional materials to create more responsible
garments.
How to act
Across 2021, mushroom leather spread further into the
mainstream with adidas, Stella McCartney and Lululemon
experimenting with Mylo™ mycelium-based leather, which is
grown in a few weeks, emits fewer greenhouse gases and uses
less land than raising livestock.
Repurposing materials from food waste is also becoming more
popular. Brands leading the way include: Rens Original,
creating sneakers containing 150 grams of coffee waste; Virón,
making dyes derived from food and flowers; and PANGAIA’s
FRUTFIBER™ and PLNTFIBER™ collections that's made with
bamboo, Himalayan nettle eucalyptus, seaweed, alongside
production waste from banana and pineapple leaves.
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Retailers like Crocs are uphauling their original materials to be
more carbon-friendly. From early 2022, the footwear brand
will modify the materials used in its iconic clog style to
introduce a new bio-based Croslite fabric. This will decrease
its already low carbon footprint of 3.94 kilograms carbon
dioxide equivalent per Croc. Given the adverse impact of
fashion on the planet, retailers need to be factoring in end-oflife solutions to their materials. Zalando recently invested in
circular apparel and textile technology group Infinited Fiber
Company, with plans to use its patented biodegradable and
recyclable Infinna textile for its private label collection.
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Rewear, repair & resell
Why take note
In addition to experimenting with new material technologies, retailers
need to implement circular processes to account for product longevity.
Post-pandemic, 80% of US consumers plan to refresh their closets once
the pandemic is over by either tossing items they no longer want or
buying something new, adding to fashion’s waste problem. With the
secondhand market projected to double in the next five years, reaching
$77 billion, the retailers who aren’t planning to get on board are
already behind.
How to act
Denim’s durability and seasonless appeal makes it ideal for the resale
market. Madewell and ThredUp recently accelerated their partnership,
launching a resale program, Madewell Forever. Customers can trade in
any pair of pre-worn jeans for a $20 credit towards new Madewell
styles. The returned jeans are assessed and resold on either Madewell
Forever or ThredUp between $35 to $50, while unsellable pairs are
recycled. In the Netherlands, G-Star customers can now receive
complimentary repair work for broken zippers, open stitches, open hem
stitches and button restorations. The high quality associated with
designer goods has led retailers to ensure luxury items can be handed
down - Net-a-Porter is one of the newest entrants in the resale space.
To encourage consumers to dispose of clothing with the planet in mind,
retailers need to provide education and incentives. Marks & Spencer
will reward its consumers on its Sparks loyalty program if they donate
unwanted clothes to UK-based charity Oxfam. Browns recently
launched a take back initiative where consumers can earn credit from
the items resold on Thrift+ with a third of the value donated to a
charity of the donor's choice.
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Radical marketing transparency
Why take note
Not only are consumers becoming more savvy when it comes to
greenwashing, government bodies are cracking down on it too. The
UK’s Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) found 40% of green
claims made online as misleading and warned that businesses, including
fashion, have until the new year to ensure their eco marketing is
compliant by law. Products must hold up to the the six principles of the
Green Claims Code: claims must be truthful and accurate; claims must
be clear and unambiguous; claims must not omit or hide important
relevant information; comparisons must be fair and meaningful; claims
must consider the full life cycle of the product or service; and claims
must be substantiated.
This means retailers can no longer market products as “sustainable” or
“eco-friendly” without the information to back up why. The protection
of garment workers must also be taken into account. Recently, the
Californian Government passed SB 62, ensuring an hourly rate for
garment workers and holding brands accountable for wage theft.
How to act
As more regulations to protect people and the planet come into place
and become more widespread, retailers who are actively transparent
now can avoid damaging their reputations and running into legal
challenges down the track.
With a lot of jargon surrounding what makes a product sustainable,
which overwhelms customers, retailers need to strip back their
messaging and clearly state what they’re doing, what they’re aiming for
and how it aligns with broader scientific goals set by the UN or other
key parties.
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Avoiding ambiguity is key. Take for instance, Submission Beauty’s “Shit
List”, actively calling out the ingredients it doesn’t use and why. Such a
clear statement instantly installs trust in the consumer that these
products don’t contain elements which are toxic or environmentally
damaging. The same campaign could be applied to fashion with
maximum impact. A wave of brands have prioritized taking
accountability, calling out their mistakes and putting steps in place to
improve. This is essential for 360 transparency and helps position
brands as relatable and trustworthy. Ace & Tate addressed how it
didn't prioritize social impact, have Corporal Social Standards (CSR)
clearly outlined to its suppliers, or were conscious of other
environmental factors outside of CO2 emissions - all issues it's now
tackling.
Ganni has avoided branding themselves as “sustainable” all together.
The Scandi brand stated on Instagram that it thrives on creating
newness and, although are working to be more responsible, have
initially been afraid of being accused of greenwashing for not doing
enough. The brand now openly shares its transparency progress for
each season, its plastic consumption and breaks down sustainable
terminology and materials.
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Learn from the metaverse
Why take note
From digital runways spurred by COVID to luxury brands
experimenting with NFT technology, fashion and digital are becoming
more intertwined, where non-physical items and processes could
potentially unlock a realm of scaleable sustainable solutions. While
storing data leaves an environmental footprint, it’s an area well worth
exploring. According to Dress X, production of its digital garments
emits 97% less CO2 than a physical garment and saves 3300 liters of
water per item.
How to act
Virtual fashion has been a growing area of interest. Now, brands are
tapping gaming as an enriching selling tool to break boundaries and
build hype. Balenciaga has used this format to present collections
including a collaboration with Fortnite to sell physical and virtual
apparel. A concept that goes hand-in-hand, retailers can harness NFT
technology for authentication and transparency, making their impact on
the environment and garment workers traceable.
Given the high environmental impact of runway season, digital solutions
such as runways, samples and immersive showrooms can help offset the
impact of traditional fashion processes - helping to produce less
physical goods.
Digitally rendered samples are becoming a more accessible
opportunity. PVH is making its 3D design startup Stitch 3D available to
brands outside the conglomerate to scale digital design capabilities.
This not only cuts down on costs and waste associated with physical
samples, but designs with the Gen Z consumers digital identity at the
fore.
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GLOSSARY
New in/arrivals: The first time a product has arrived online.
In Stock/stocked: At least one SKU is in stock and the product itself
is not discontinued.
Advertised full price: The highest advertised selling price of any
item for a retailer, brand, product type or assortment.
Analysis: Data from 180+ online retailers spanning luxury, mass
market and department stores across the US & UK market.
Communication and category analysis: emails and products
containing the following keywords: Animal-free, bamboo, BCI,
Better Cotton Initiative, bio-based, biodegradable, carbon neutral,
carbon positive, circular, climate-friendly, conscious, cruelty-free,
deadstock, eco, eco-friendly, ecological, Econyl, emissions,
environmentally-friendly, ethical, fair trade, GOTS, hemp, living
wage, Lyocell, microplastics, Modal, net-zero, OEKO TEX, organic,
plant-based, recyclable, recycled, regenerated, Repreve,
repurposed, resale, reuse, sustainable, Tencel, The Global Organic
Textile Standard, traceability, transparency, upcycled, vegan, waste.
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INTERESTED IN SEEING ADDITIONAL
REPORTS, DATA-BACKED INSIGHTS OR A
DEMO?
Make more accurate decisions across your entire organization
using retail market data and competitive intelligence.
Contact hello@edited.com to speak to one of our product
specialists.
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